Abstract: A control strategy is proposed for the optimal operation of multi-unit system undergoing a partial shutdown. The strategy entails manipulating the degrees-of-freedom available during and after a shutdown such that production is restored in a cost-optimal fashion while meeting safety and operational constraints. In this work, we propose several efficient modeling formulations for handling model discontinuities such as shutdown thresholds, induced shutdowns and minimum shutdown duration. The problem is cast as a mixed-integer dynamic optimization problem (MIDO) and is embedded within a feedback control framework based on model predictive control (MPC). A two-tiered regularization approach is presented.
INTRODUCTION
In a manufacturing plant, raw materials are transported through a number of processing units to be fashioned into some end-product. A shutdown in an intermediate unit constitutes a disruption in the processing chain that can adversely affect the plant's operation. The severity of such a disruption depends on the configuration of the processing units and the extent of remedial actions taken.
In many plants, process units are shut down either for maintenance or due to equipment failure. The nature of these shutdowns can usually be classified as either critical or partial. Critical shutdowns are those that lead to the shutdown of the entire plant, and partial shutdowns are those that do not.
In the case of critical shutdowns, the entire plant is forced to shut down. In this scenario, the usefulness of any control policy is limited. Under partial shutdown scenarios however, it is frequently possible for an operator to pursue certain courses of action that will permit the unaffected units to continue operating to some degree. Possible remedial actions include reconfiguring the process pathways, rerouting material streams, slowing down production, making use of intermediate tanks and so forth.
Buffer capacities often serve to decouple various segments of a plant. When a process unit downstream of a buffer tank fails, the tank can hold and accumulate material for a period of time until the process unit is brought back online. Likewise, when a process unit upstream of a buffer tank fails, the material held in the buffer tank can be slowly discharged to the downstream units in order that downstream processing may continue. The presence of judiciously placed buffer capacities in a plant may also help to mitigate the propagation of process variations along a production line. These intermediate storage units are not only able to dampen the effects of short term fluctuations, they are also able to deal with larger processing disturbances such as total unit shutdowns if they are coordinated correctly.
We propose an optimal model-based "shutdown controller" that is used to compute and implement control trajectories for equipment in unaffected parts of the plant, during (and after) a partial shutdown, with the view of restoring the system to its pre-shutdown state in a costoptimal fashion. Specifically, our interest is in obtaining control policies for the optimal use of buffer capacities and the manipulation of production rates and recycles during the shutdown period. This paper extends previous work by Swartz and Balthazaar (2005) and Chong and Swartz (2006a) by formally incorporating model discontinuities using mixed-integer dynamic optimization formulations. Our work takes an explicit mathematical programming approach to the application of the fault-accommodation principles outlined in Huang et al. (2002) .
In the following sections, we will present a description of the general dynamic optimization problem formulation for partial shutdowns, followed by discrete formulations for handling shutdown thresholds, induced shutdowns and minimum shutdown durations. We will then describe an MPC shutdown controller for performing optimal control in closed-loop, and demonstrate its implementation on a pulp and paper simulation. Fig. 1 shows the different phases of the shutdown process. A plant initially operates at a certain steady-state point. The shutdown phase begins at t start , when all input and output flowrates to the affected process unit are forced to 0. The shutdown phase proceeds until t end . Between t start and t end , we assume measures are taken to repair the unit. At time t end , the unit is deemed to be ready for operation, and the restoration phase begins. In the restoration phase, control actions are prescribed to the plant to return it to its original steady-state operating point. The restoration phase terminates at time t res . At this juncture, the plant has been successfully restored to normal steady-state operation.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem of determining optimal control inputs for operating the plant under partial shutdown conditions is cast as a differential-algebraic-equation (DAE) optimization problem. The formulation is as follows:
where Φ econ represents an economic objective function and u(t) ∈ U is a control input vector.
Model Equations and Constraints
(4) where t f = final time of simulation; x(t) = differential state vector; x 0 = initial state parameter vector; z(t) = algebraic state vector; δ(t) = integer variable vector. We note that constraints 3 -4 incorporate the algebraic formulations subsequently described in this paper.
Restoration constraints
where x , u = numerical relaxation tolerance; t res = time at the end of restoration period (see Fig. 1 ).
We require states and inputs to return to their original pre-shutdown (steady-state) values by way of restoration constraints 5 -6. If this requirement is not enforced, the optimizer will pursue means of optimizing the objective by moving the system toward a new (optimal) operating point, typically by eliminating the buffer tank inventories. This is undesirable as the plant would then not be able to recover from subsequent upsets.
Solution Method
The above DAE optimization problem can be numerically solved in a variety of ways. A widely used method is control vector parameterization, where the input vector u(t) is discretized in time, often into piecewise constant zero-order holds. In this work, we discretize in addition the states x(t), z(t) using orthogonal collocation on finite elements (Cuthrell and Biegler, 1987) ; this can be shown to correspond to an implicit Runge-Kutta method, and effectively converts the DAE system into a system of algebraic equations. The resulting equations are posed as equality constraints in the mathematical programming problem. In our case, we use a specialized in-house modeling system, MLDO (Chong and Swartz, 2006b ), which takes a DAE model and generates the requisite discretization constraints in the AMPL mathematical programming language (Fourer et al., 1990) . In our case, the aforementioned method transforms the MIDO problem into either an algebraic MILP or MINLP which may be solved with any suitable numerical solver that is interfaced with AMPL (e.g. CPLEX or Bonmin).
In the sequel, we will consider the discretized problem directly, where variables
and ∆t is the discretized interval length.
MODELING SHUTDOWNS: THE α SHUT FORMULATION
In the modeling of flowsheets, each process unit p is often modeled individually (where p ∈ P = set of all process units). Connection equations are used to connect the inputs and outputs of each process unit model. These connections are often represented through material and energy streams.
In order to represent shutdown behavior in individual process units within the flowsheet, we impose constraints that shut off the material flow F (where F is either an algebraic state variable or a control input variable) through a particular unit p. Let I p denote the index set of all inlet flow variables associated with unit p, and J p , the index set of all variables associated with unit p that float when the flowrate is 0. Floating variables include concentrations, compositions, intermediate variables, and other quantities whose values are not defined when the material flow is 0. The α shut -formulation for a process unit p can be written as follows (for time k = 0, . . . , N − 1 and i ∈ I p , j ∈ J p ): 
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Constraints 7-10 represent the following mathematical behavior (for a unit p):
and,
We note that F i,k belongs to a class of semi-continuous variables 1 , for which some optimizers have routines for particular treatment. It can be shown that the feasible region obtained by the integer-relaxation of constraints 7-10 corresponds to its convex hull. This is a desirable property that supplies tight bounds to the branch-andbound solution procedure for solving integer programs, accelerating solve times.
In order to manually simulate a shutdown in unit p, the following constraint is explicitly imposed: α
where k start = t start /∆t = shutdown start time; k end = t end /∆t = shutdown end time.
However, we should mention that one of the consequences of constraints 7-10 is that when F j,k < F p shut (that is, when the flowrate falls below a threshold), the unit is deemed to have shut down, and α p shut,k = 1 is automatically (as opposed to manually) triggered. During the solution procedure, the optimizer may elect to trigger a shutdown in order to keep the system feasible. This phenomenon is described in section 4.
INDUCED SHUTDOWNS
The optimizer will occasionally produce an operating policy that prescribes the shutting off of material flows to upstream/downstream units (essentially shutting them down) to accommodate the original shutdown. Henceforth we shall denote this type of shutdown an "induced shutdown". Note that induced shutdowns are caused by, but are distinct from the original shutdown.
Induced shutdowns usually occur in response to long shutdown durations. A single buffer tank has the capacity to buffer shutdowns for a limited time before it overflows or empties. Therefore, when a long shutdown occurs, it is sometimes necessary to throttle down the production upstream (or downstream) in order to keep from violating the level constraints in the buffer tanks. In doing so, inlet flowrates F i,k may dip below their thresholds F p shut and induce a shutdown in unit p. Also, instead of gradually reducing material flows over time, the optimizer may find it more profitable to suddenly shut down upstream/downstream production for a short period of time.
Induced shutdowns are undesirable because each shutdown incurs both a fixed cost (in terms of the manpower, time and resources required to start a unit up again) and variable cost (in the form of lost production over time). In order for the optimizer to properly disincentivize this 1 variables whose domain is the set {0} ∪ [L, U ], where L, U are positive lower and upper bounds respectively scenario, it is necessary to penalize induced shutdowns in the objective function by accounting for their cost.
Economic Penalty of a Shutdown
Because our optimization formulation uses an economic objective function, it is fitting to have a shutdown penalty term that is economic in nature, instead of using an arbitrarily weighted penalty function. There are two components to the cost of a shutdown: a fixed cost and a variable cost. Fixed costs may include costs associated with equipment replacement/repairs, inspections, testing, and other fees that are incurred per shutdown. Variable costs comprise expenses such as hourly wages for thirdparty repair personnel or reassigned/diverted maintenance personnel, lost production, etc.
In order to assign a cost to shutdowns, we need to count the number of shutdowns and calculate their durations: Due to the worst-case exponential solution complexity associated with binary variables, we endeavor to be as parsimonious as possible with their use in our proposed discrete formulations. Throughout this paper, we require only α p shut,k to be binary. We employ the following constraint formulation from Kelly and Zyngier (2007) to deduce useful time-markers (used in our formulations) from α p shut,k without introducing any new binary variables: (for 
and the production economics term Φ prod is defined: This has the effect of penalizing both the number of shutdowns and their durations on the basis of their economics. The optimizer will then attempt to find a control policy that avoids induced shutdowns unless they are necessary for maintaining feasibility. In some cases, despite the costs incurred in an induced shutdown, an economic case can be made for proceeding with one. For instance, when the raw material or energy spot prices are such that it is disadvantageous to run the plant, the optimal course of action may be to shut down the plant until it becomes economically viable to operate again.
MINIMUM SHUTDOWN DURATION
The partial shutdown optimization problem can be thought of as a hybrid optimization problem with mode switches (with modes corresponding to the on-line or offline status the units). In the case of induced shutdowns, it is possible for the optimizer to trigger shutdowns of unrealizable durations, for instance, 1 sample time. We can prevent this behavior by enforcing a minimum downtime in the optimization. When a unit shuts down, there is usually a minimum contiguous duration for which it has to physically stay offline. The following formulation ensures that shutdown events for process unit p have a minimum contiguous duration of T p discrete periods:
shut,k ; We note that this is an aggregation-type approach which also serves to reduce the integer problem space. A higher value of T p reduces the number of branches that need to be considered during the integer solution process, which often translates into faster solve times.
MODEL-BASED SHUTDOWN CONTROLLER
In previous sections, optimization formulations for handling partial shutdowns were presented. We note that in reality process disturbances, noise, and plant-model mismatch can invalidate the calculated trajectories, therefore for the implementation of the solution trajectories to be practicable on a plant, a feedback control mechanism is necessary. Toward this end, we propose a MPC-based shutdown controller (with the dynamic optimization problem embedded) as a means of implementing abnormalsituation control on the plant.
In our scheme, when a shutdown occurs, the shutdown controller is activated and takes over from the nominal control system. Fig. 3 (Chong and Swartz, 2006a) . This is an instance of manual parameter feedback.
is solved using a two-tiered optimization approach (described in Section 6.1). The computed input trajectories u(t) for t ∈ [t k , t f ] are stored as u prev (t). (3) Implement Control Inputs. Only the current step (time k) of the calculated inputs (u k , δ k ) is implemented on the plant. (4) State Measurements. Plant state measurements at the next sample-time are taken. In a simulation environment, the "Plant DAE Integration" system, P DAE k (u k , t k ), a 1-step integration is performed; where x p , z p = plant model variables; f p , g p = plant DAE model functions. The vector x next is conveyed back to the predictive controller, where it is used as initial values for the next iteration. If full state measurements are not available, a state observer is employed. (5) Iterate. The counter k is incremented. This process is repeated from Step 1 until the system is restored to its nominal steady state operation, after which control is handed back to the nominal control system.
Instead of receding prediction and control horizons found in conventional MPC, shrinking prediction and control horizons are used. (The prediction and control horizon lengths decrease as the the controller advances toward the end of the time horizon.) The initial horizon length needs to correspond to the duration of the shutdown and restoration combined. If a shorter length is chosen, suboptimal control may result from the controller not having an adequate picture of the full transient process.
Regularization using Two-tiered Optimization
Purely-economic objective functions often lead to ill-posed optimization problems, particularly with a large number of degrees-of-freedom (Zavala, 2008) , necessitating some type of regularization. Typically a move-suppression penalty is We present a hierarchical two-tiered approach that: (1) maximizes economics; and, (2) with the degrees-of-freedom remaining, minimizes the deviation of the present calculated trajectories from the ones calculated in the previous MPC iteration.
With reference to Fig. 3 , the MPC control problem in Tier 1 is solved with a purely-economic objective function (Φ econ ). The purpose of the Tier 1 problem is to determine the maximum economics achievable, Φ * econ , which becomes a threshold value in the Tier 2 problem.
The Tier 2 objective minimizes the deviation between the calculated inputs u(t) and the calculated trajectories in the previous MPC iteration u prev (t) for t ∈ [t k , t f ]. This represents a manner of regularization. The economics are locked via the constraint Φ econ ≥ Φ * econ . Also, in order to avoid solving two mixed-integer problems, the δ(t) vector from Tier 1 is fixed to the binary values obtained from the solution of Tier 1. The advantage of this formulation over move-suppression penalties is that it takes away the arbitrariness of having to select penalty weights.
The two-tiered approach can also be thought of as a technique for dealing with problems with non-unique solutions. In many optimization problems of this nature, there is frequently more than one combination of decision variables that will deliver the optimal economics. In the Tier 2 problem, we are essentially selecting a unique set of trajectories (out of those that satisfy Φ econ ≥ Φ * econ ) that also minimizes the Tier 2 input trajectory deviation criterion.
This method is also attractive from an operations point of view. Input trajectories that appear very different from previously calculated ones (which is a possibility when the problem has non-unique solutions) are not appealing to operators, and may be difficult to interpret intuitively. The two-tiered approach produces trajectories that have a higher likelihood of having a qualitative resemblance to the trajectories in the previous step.
CASE STUDY: PULP AND PAPER PLANT
In this case study, we will demonstrate our formulations on a pulp-and-paper plant model adapted from Leiviskä et al. (1980) . The plant model is linear, and its topology is shown in Fig. 4 . Only inventories are tracked; no compositions are considered. The chip feed stream F 1 is mixed with white liquor from stream F 14 and conveyed to the digester house model, where it is cooked and reacted into pulp. The pulp is then bleached, and sent downstream for further processing. In the digester, spent liquor is produced in stream F 7 , and is passed through a series of evaporators, boilers and causticizers in order to be regenerated.
We will consider a case in which the evaporators are shut down for d est = 4 hours 20 minutes. 
Discussion
In Fig. 5 , the evaporator shutdown is seen in the trajectory of F 8 = 0 from t = 1.33 to 5.33 hrs (effected by setting α 3 shut = 1 for that period). The shutdown controller prescribes trajectories that balance the inventories in the various buffer tanks, accounting for the recycle loop. In order to keep the plant running upstream and downstream, the levels rise and fall in H 3 and H 4 respectively, which indicates an accumulation and discharge of material in those buffer tanks.
We also observe in Fig. 5 the difference between the trajectories actually implemented in closed-loop mode and the open-loop trajectories. This difference is due to the controller compensating for plant-model mismatch. This underlines the importance of applying feedback when implementing control policies in the presence of uncertainty. However, we also note that while the two sets of trajectories differ in their actual values, their qualitative behavior (i.e. general shape) remain similar as a result of our applying the two-tiered optimization approach. No induced shutdowns were observed to have occurred here; however, we can show that the recovery boilers will succumb to an induced shutdown (with a downtime of 3 hrs) if the evaporator shutdown were to be 20 minutes longer.
CONCLUSION
An economics-based MPC shutdown controller was proposed for performing optimal control during a partial shutdown. In this controller, a discretized mixed-integer dynamic optimization problem is solved at every control iteration. The downtime estimate d p est is adjustable in realtime via manual parametric feedback. Efficient mathematical formulations for representing partial shutdowns, induced shutdowns and minimum shutdown durations were presented. In these formulations, the use of binary variables was restricted to the vector of α p shut,k variables, and within this vector, the problem space was further reduced through aggregation constraints from the specification of minimum shutdown durations. A two-tiered optimization approach provided a type of regularization for handling solution non-uniqueness and for preserving the general shape of the trajectories from one iteration to the next. We showed a case study demonstrating the performance of the shutdown controller under uncertainty. 
